New systems for delivery of drugs to the brain in neurological disease.
The restricted or regulated entry of most blood-borne substances into the brain has been recognised for more than a century. The blood-brain barrier (BBB)-shielding function provided by endothelial cells is important in the treatment of neurological diseases because this exclusion of foreign substances also restricts entry of many potentially therapeutic agents into the brain. The recent identification of several neuroactive proteins of potential therapeutic value has highlighted the crucial need for effective and safe transcapillary delivery methods to the brain. One promising method is delivery through brain capillaries by augmentation of pinocytotic vesicles delivery systems that use this cellular mechanism are in development. Recent investigations in animal models show that large molecules of neurotherapeutic potential can be conjugated to peptidomimetic ligands, which bind to selected peptide receptors, and are then internalised and transported in small vesicles across the cytoplasmic brain capillary barrier. These conjugates have been shown to remain functionally active and effective in animal models of neurological disease.